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Two archeological projects were undertaken in the fall of 1982 by 
Prewitt and Associates, Inc. Both projects were authorized by t he 
Willacy County Drainage District No. 1. 
The first investigation was an a rcheological survey to locate, 
record and assess previously unknown cultural resources which poten-
tially could be affected by proposed drainage ditch development (Main 
Floodway Channel) in the central county area. Field inspections of this 
proposed alignment detected 24 archeological sites. Fourteen of these 
recorded sites are classified as isolated finds which are presumed to be 
p rehistoric . The remaining ten resources are classified as sites, six 
containing prehistoric materials and four attributed to the recent 
(post-1900) historic past. Five of the prehistoric sites, 41WY84, 
41WY86 , 41WY89, 41WY90 and 41WY91, wer e assessed initially as having 
high i nformation yield potential, and testing was considered warranted 
prior to the construction of the Main Floodway Channel to more fully 
assess the potential eligibility of these sites for nomination to the 
National Register of Historic Places. 
This recommendation for testing prompted the second project which 
involved test excavations at site 41WY84. Site 41WY84 was selected from 
the five prehistoric sites for testing to better assess the nature and 
condition of these resources. It is concluded from the data recovered 
that site 41WY84 contains thinly dispersed cultural materials in a 
highly disturbed context and therefore does not warrant n omination to 
the National Register of Historic Places. On the basis of these testing 
results, archeological clearance for the proposed Willacy County Drain-
age District No. 1 Main Floodway Channel is recommended. 
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SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT OF CULTURAL RESOURCES IN PORTIONS 
OF WILLACY COUNTY DRAINAGE DISTRICT NO. 1; 
WILLACY COUNTY, TEXAS 

INTRODUCTION 
A cultural resources survey and assessment was conducted by Prewitt 
and Associates, Inc. along a proposed drainage ditch alignment in 
Willacy County under terms of a letter of agreement with the Willacy 
County Drainage District No . 1, Lyford, Texas. Fieldwork included 
inspection of those areas to be affected by drainage construction along 
the proposed 14 . 5 mile Willacy Drainage District No. 1 Main Floodway 
Channel. All investigations and survey results herein reported comply 
with the provisions of Permit No. 321 issued by the Texas Antiquities 
Committee to the Willacy County Drainage District 1. 
Fieldwork was initiated on August 24, 1982 and was completed 
August 28, 1982. A two-person crew conducted these investigations with 
Patricia A. Mercado-Allinger serving as Project Archeologist and Vance 
0. Langley as Assistant Archeologist. The Principal Investigator was 
Elton R. Prewitt. 
The current project is l ocated in the same general area previously 
described by Day et al. (1981) and Mallouf et al. (1977). Day et al. 
(1981) reports surveys and assessments of the Hidalgo Drainage District 
Main Floodway al i gnment and various lateral ditches near the present 
project area. Therefore , background information which has been pre-
viously reported will only receive brief reference here; to facilitate 
discussion, the same terminology developed in these earlier reports has 
been incorporated. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The Willacy Country Drainage District No. 1 Main Floodway Channel 
is located north of the Arroyo Colorado in the northern edge of the Rio 
Grande delta plain. Its eastern limit is ih central Willacy County. 
From this point, the alignment extends westward toward the Hidalgo-
Willacy county line and passes between the towns of Raymondville and 
Lyford (Fig. 1). 
No natural drainage occurs in this portion of the Rio Grande delta 
plain. This lack of drainage combined with the flat character of the 
l andscape, contributes to periodic and prolonged episodes of flooding. 
As the main form of land use in the region is agriculture, the flooding 
problem is being addressed with a proposal which includes a complex of 
drainage systems under the jurisdiction of the Willacy County Drainage 
District No. 1. This plan involves improvements to existing agricul-
tural earthen drainage ditches as well as the excavation of additional 
channels. The Willacy County Drainage District No. 1 Main Floodway 
Channel is a part of this proposed system. 
Since the predictive sample survey conducted by Mallouf et al. 
(1977) and the reconnaissance of the Hidalgo County Drainage District 
Main Floodway Channel (Day et al. 1981) both report potentially signi-
ficant cultural resources in the same general area, it was highly likely 
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that other, unknown cultural materials would be impacted by further 
drainage development . The purpose of the current project was to deter-
mine, through field inspection, if cu l tural resources are present in the 
proposed channel development route. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTI NG 
Wi l lacy County comprises a part of the Rio Grande delta p lain in 
southern Texas . This a rea is inc luded in the Matamoran district of the 
Tamaulipan biotic province (Blair 1950:102-105). Climate for this pro-
v ince is characterized as semiarid and megathermal with an average 61 .65 
cm annual rainfal l whi c h historically supported at least 61 species of 
mammals, 2 land turtles, 3 urodeles and 19 species of anurans (Blair 
1950:102- 105). Land clearing for agricultural purposes has eliminated 
the native brushland i n the current project area. Day (1981 :6-8) has 
compiled a list of biota observed in eastern Willacy County which will 
not be repeated here. 
The deltaic plain has a flat to slightly undulating surface topo-
graphy. Eleva tions increase slowly westward from the Gulf shoreline. 
Onl y the late Pl eistocene Beaumont Formation is exposed in the current 
project area. A thin veneer of surface sediments overlie the Beaumont 
Formation and are interlaced with relict interd istributary channel rem-
nants and the ir associ ated eolian depressions (Mallouf et al. 1977 : 13) . 
In t heir predictive sampling survey , Mallouf et al. delineated 
seven envi ronmental zones in Willacy County (1977: 102-109) . The pro-
posed a lignment of the Willacy County Drainage Distr i c t No . 1 Main 
Floodway Channel a l ignment crosses two of these- -Environmental Zones I I 
and IV. Environmental Zone II is present only in the western l imits of 
the project area near t he Willacy-H i dalgo coun ty line. Zone II , desig-
nated as Lasara Loess , is relatively flat and l acks natural rock or 
grave l outcrops (Mal l ouf et a l . 1977:104 ) . Enviro~mental Zone IV, the 
Raymondville Alluv i a l Pl a in, a l s o has a f l at character and has no ex-
posed rock or grave l resources (Mallouf e t a l . 1977:106 ), and comprises 
the majority of the project area. Neither zon e has a ny natural drainage 
and both are susceptible to periodic flooding. Observed land use in 
t hese two zones is highly dependent upon agriculture. The project 
a lignment i ncludes one very small area north and east of Lyford which 
could not be considered ag r icultura l. 
ARCHEOLOGI CAL BACKGROUND 
A t h orough review of past arch eol ogical r e search in the region is 
p r ovided in Mallouf et a l . (1977 ) . The interested reader is d irected t o 
this reference for information on histori c, ethnohistoric and prehis-
toric investigation unde r taken before 1975 in t h e south Texas counties 
of Brooks, Cameron , Hidalgo, Jim Hogg, Kenedy, Starr , Zapat a a nd 
Willacy. Of note is Prewitt (1974 ), wherein a u seful site s ituation 
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typology was developed on the basis of a survey in Cameron County and 
review of the A.E. Anderson collection. 
Since 1975 , a predictive sampling research project was conducted 
which stressed the significant interrelationships that environmental and 
geological characteristics have with the cultural resources in portions 
of Hidalgo and Willacy counties (Mallouf et al. 1977). Day et al. 
(1981) reported another cultural resource survey accompanied with 
limited testing in the two counti es: this survey was guided by a pre-
dictive site location model using terminology and test implications 
developed in Mallouf et al. (1977). The most recent work in Willacy 
County involved testing of two prehistoric sites, 41WY71 and 41WY72 , in 
eastern Willacy County (Day 1981). 
INVESTIGATION PRCX:EDURES 
The current project followed closely the predictive model and 
investigative methodology defined in Day et al. (1981: 26-31). It also 
incorporated additional airphoto analysis accomplished prior to field 
work. The airphotos used for this analysis are high altitude stereo-
scopic color aerial photographs taken o f Willacy County by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Mission 220 in 1972 with an 
approximate scale o f 1: 62 500. These airphotos were examined by using a 
stereoscopic viewer to identify surface features not shown on United 
States Geological Survey (USGS) 7 .5' topographic sheets. In t his 
manner, depressions and relict distributary channel scars were iden-
tified in and adjacent to the project a lignment. These features were 
then plotted on the appropriate USGS 7. 5 ' sheets to be used in the 
fie ld. 
Briefly, the predictive model developed for this portion of the Rio 
Grande deltaic plain assumes a hunting-gathering
1
adaptation by the abor-
iginal inhabitants on the basis of assembled prehisto ric data (Mallouf 
et al. 1977 :198) . Such a lifeway is reliant upon the procurement o f a 
variety of natura l resources, particularly those associated with sup-
plies of fresh water. Climatic condit i ons and the physical characteris-
tics of the del taic plain have important implications for this model. 
Each of the se factors contribute to a lternating periods of severe flood-
ing and aridity for the area. Thus , aboriginal populations would prob-
ably have sought out higher elevations (such as those provided by 
natural levees along relict channel scars) during wetter seasons . Relict 
channel depressions likely contained potable water in drier times. The 
availab i lity of oth e r exploitable resources is expected to have been 
influenced by these conditions. Aborigina·l settlement of the region is 
therefore anticipated to have invo lved a patterning of temporary and 
semi-permanent camps and resource exploitation localities dependent upon 
the availability of resources. 
As s tated earlier, the Willacy County Drainage District No. 1 Main 
Floodway Channel alignment traverses portions of two environmental zones 
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(II and IV). Geomorphic features identified for these two zones are 
limited to relict distributary channel scars and associated depressions. 
These features are considered to have high potential for containing 
archeological sites. 
SURVEY METHODS 
The current project represents a continuation of earlier surveys 
and assessments reported in Day et al. (198 1) . The r esearch orientation 
was to l ocate , record and provide initial assessment of cultural re -
sources encountered during the pedestrian inspection of the project 
area. Determination of potential impacts posed by proposed drainage 
development was the ultimate goal of this work . 
Unlike the previous surveys, this project area included no unmod-
ified land. The majority of the project alignment included cultivated 
fields, many of whic h were devoid of any vegetation at the time of in-
spection. Surface visibility therefore varied from good (75 percent) to 
excellent (100 percent) for much of the project area. The exceptions to 
this general statement were certain of the existing drainage ditches 
which support moderate to thick grass covers and a 4 .6 km (3. 7 mi) 
stretch immediately east of the Sample 3 quadrant investigated by 
Mallouf et al. (1977: 118-123) . The area east of Sample 3 supports 
densely planted cot.ton crops which affords very limited surface visi-
bility. The existing drainage ditch which extends t hrough this same 4.6 
km area was thickly covered with grass. In the areas where surface 
visibility was good to high (75-100 percent), the method of investiga-
tion generally involved two zigzagged sweeps, using the proposed align-
ment as a center line. Each sweep covered approximately 100 m, provid-
ing an average coverage of 200 m. In the more densely vegetated area, 
the strategy was modified. In the area containing growing crops, the 
survey procedure was t o follow along alternate cultivated furrows to the 
desired 200 m width. Where drainage ditches existed, both cutbanks and 
the associated spoilage mound were intensively searched. 
IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCES 
Archeological research in this area has established that prehis-
toric deposits contain a paucity of cultural materials. Common indica-
tors are lithic tools, fired clay lumps and faunal remains such as bone 
and freshwater or marine shells . Combinations of these indicators 
detected within a 100 m surface diameter (or less) defines a prehistoric 
site (Day et al. 1981 : 34) . Fire d clay lumps in prehistoric context 
indicate hearth features. However, similar clay lumps may also be pro-
duced by historic field clearing and burning. Therefore, the presence 
of clay lumps does not necessarily establish the presence of a prehis-
toric site. 
Historic sites commonly contain glass, metal, ce ramics and struc-
tural remains. 
7 
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Several isolated finds were also noted during the current project. 
An isolated find is defined here as a solitary specimen or a concen-
tration of homogeneous materials. Single lithic artifacts , clay lumps 
and bone fragments (or concentrations) were recorded as isolated finds. 
The latter two categories have questionable cultural associations. 
Both archeological sites and isolated finds were recorded using 
State of Texas site data forms. Locations were plotted on USGS topo-
graphic sheets, and permanent trinomial designations have been assigned 
by the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (TARL), The Unive rsity of 
Texas at Austin. Since the entire project area was located in Willacy 
County, Texas, al l numerical designations are prefaced with 41WY. Sur-
face collections were limited to either diagnostic specimens or repre-
sentative materials. Curation of these collections has been arranged 
with TARL. 
Lastly, all cultural resource identifications were made solely on 
the basis of surface inspections. At no time were subsurface probes 
excavated. 
SURVEY RESULTS 
Twenty-four cultural resources l ocations were recorded by this 
investigation. More specifically, six are classified as prehistoric 
sites, four are historic sites and fourteen are isolated f inds (Figs . 2 
and 3). 
Cultural resources were encountered in both of the defined envi-
ronmental zones that occur in the project area. Distributions of these 
resources are g i ven in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
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Collections: 1 decalcomania sherd; 4 glass fra gme nts. 
Discussion : The USGS topographic sheet indicates that a windmi ll 
was present in this location in the recent past. Inspection produced no 
evidence of struct ures or food debris. 
Assessment : The site is a recent (twentieth c entury) histo ric 
trash scatter. Present information indicates that this deposit exhibi ts 
a low information y ield potential. 
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be sc i ent i fical ly 
productive at this time. 
41WY83 
Elevation: Approximately 6 m above msl 
Environmental Zone: IV 
Map Reference: USGS Willamar 7.5' (1956, revised 1970) 
Location: 
Description: The deposit was noted in the southern exposu r e o f an 
existing drainage ditch. There is a visibl e rise immediately to the 
north. 
Horizonta l Extent: 5 m N- S by 10 m E-W 
Vertical Extent: 1.5-1 . 6 cm below the present surface 
Materials Observed: Rabdotus sp. (snail) shells, fired c l ay lumps . 
Collections: None. 
Discussion: This is a probable prehistoric campsite deposit which 
has been exposed by the present drainage ditch. An isolated find, 
41WY9 3 (a Matamoros point) , is located on the spoil mound 10 m to the 
south. 
Assessment: Undetermined i nformation yield potential. 
Recommendations: Further work is felt not t o be scientifically 




Elevation: Approximately 7.3 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS San Perlita South 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location:
Description: The site was found in both a plowed field and in the
cutbank of an adjacent drainage ditch. Vegetation grows along this
ditch causing visibility to vary from 30 to 100 percent, and includes
johnsongrass, bermudagrass, mesquite and sunflowers.
Horizontal Extent: Approximately 70 m2
Vertical Extent: Approximately 1 m below the present surface.




2 pieces of lithic debi tage, 2 fired clay lumps, 7
Discussion: The debitage includes one rhyolite chip and one sili-
cious limestone bifacial thinning flake. The bone specimens include a
Bison.2£. fragment with a cut edge, and six unidentified mammal frag-
ments. Some of the mammal bones appear to be charred.
Assessment: The site appears to be a prehistoric camp or resource
exploitation site. Undisturbed deposits may be present below the plow-
zone. Information yield potential is considered high at this site.
Recommendations: Subsurface testing may be warranted to determine
the presence of potentially significant materials prior to further
drainage ditch development.
41WY85
Elevation: Approximately 12 m above msl
Environmental Zone: II
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Description: The site is situated in a plowed field from which
cotton has recently been harvested. Three relict channel scars are
located to the east, west and south. No vegetation was present at the
time of inspection.
Horizontal Extent: 100 m N-S by 130 m E-W
Vertical Extent: Undetermined.
Materials Observed: Ceramic sherds
(clear, purple), charred bone fragments, 1
fitting collar (diameter: 3in).
Collections: None.
(whiteware), glass fragments
brick fragment, 1 copper pipe
Discussion: The glass observed was bottle glass with no markings.
Overall, the deposit is a thin scatter which has been displaced by
repeated plowing.
Assessment: The site appears to be a twentieth century trash scat-
ter, possibly associated with an occupation. Present information indi-
cates that this deposit has a low information yield potential.
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
41WY86
Elevation: Approximately 10.5 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS Raymondville 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location:
d.
Description: The site is a thin deposit found in an intensively
cultivated field. At the time of inspection, the field was fallow and
covered with a moderately dense cover of forbs. Several relict channel
scars have been noted in the area.
Horizontal Extent: 10 m2
Vertical Extent: Undetermined.
Materials Observed: 1 fragment of marine shell (scallop), 1 long
bone element.







Discussion: The collected bone specimen has been identified as a 
goat/sheep (Capra/Ovis) metacarpal of probable recent origin. This bone 
may not be associated with the marine shell fragment . 
Assessment: This is 
resource exploitation s i te. 
a possible prehistoric aboriginal camp 
Information yield potential is high. 
or 
Recommendations: The presence of marine shell indicates the possi-
bility of potentially significant deposits. Subsurface testing prior to 
channel development may be warranted at this site to determine eligibil-
ity to the National Register of Historic Places. 
41WY87 
Elevation: Approximately 9.6 m above msl 
Environmental Zone: IV 
Map Reference: USGS Raymondville 7.5' (1956 , revised 1970) 
Location: 
Description: An existing drainage ditch runs north-south along the 
eastern site limit. A thick growth of bermudagrass covers this ditch, 
while the site proper is in a plowed flat field. North of the site 
area , a cotton crop was growing at the time of inspection. A relict 
depression is also present to the north. 
Horizontal Extent: 25 m N- S by 35 m E-W 
Vertical Extent: Undetermined. 
Material Observed: Ceramic sherds (earthenware, stoneware, decal-
comania) , glass bottle fragments (clear , purple), rusted metal bolts and 
brick fragments. 
Collections: 3 ceramic sherds , 2 glass fragments. 
Discussion: The collected ceramic sherds were identified as stone-
ware and earthenware. The collected glass included one bottle neck and 
rim, and one handle. All observed materials were attributable to the 
twentieth century. 
Assessment: The USGS map shows structures were present at t his 
l ocation in the recent past. This historic trash scatter probably indi-
cates the remains of these s tructures which, judging from the nature of 
observed materials, were probably twentieth-century occupations. Pre-
sent information indicates a l ow information yield potential at this 
site. 
15 
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Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
4HIY88
Elevation: Approximately 3.8 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS Raymondville 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location:
e.
Description: The site is in a plowed field which contains three
parallel northwest-southeast trending relict drainages.
Horizontal Extent: 30 m N-S by 45 m E-W
Vertical Extent: Undetermined.
Materials Observed: Ceramic sherds (decalcomania),
fragments (amber, clear, milk, green), brick and concrete




Discussion: All of the observed materials were attributable to the
twentieth century and represent common household and hardware items.
Assessment: This trash scatter is probably what remains of an
historic (twentieth century) occupation. The present information indi-
cates a low information yield potential at this site.
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
41WY89
Elevation: Approximately 9 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV









Description: This deposit is in a cultivated field which was
recently harvested, allowing 100 percent surface visibility. A large
depression is located over 100 m to the west of the site. The surface
of the site slopes gradually to the southwest.
Horizontal Extent: 85 m N-S by 54 m E-W
Vertical Extent: Undetermined.
Materials Observed: One modified split cobble and three clay lumps
were observed on the plowed field while a possible clay lump hearth
feature was noted in the western bank of an existing drainage ditch
immediately to the east of the major site area.
Collections: One modified split cobble.
Discussion: A local farmer indicated that massive disturbance of
this particular field has included land leveling, vegetation clearing
and filling. The site area has therefore undergone extensive displace-
ment.
Assessment: This deposit is a. prehistoric camp or resource exploi-
tation site which may still contain undisturbed, intact materials below
the plowzone.
Recommendations: Subsurface testing may be warranted at this loca-
tion prior to further drainage development to establish the presence or
absence of potentially significant deposits.
41WY90
Elevation: Approximately 8.4 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS San Perlita South 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location: d
Description: A relict channel levee is present
east. No natural vegetation remains in the vicinity.
surface varies from 25 to 100 percent.




Materials Observed: 3 thick-walled bone fragments, 1 chert uni-






PART I: SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT 
Collections: 1 chert unifacial blade, 1 bone fragment. 
Discussion: The blade specimen is a side scraper , and the bone is 
an unidentified mammal fragment. 
Assessment: This deposit is a prehistoric camp or re source expl oi-
tation site wh ich may contain undisturbed depos i ts below the p l owzone. 
Recommendations: Subsurface testing may be warranted prior to 
further channel development to determine whether potentially significant 
cultural resources are present at this s i te. 
41WY91 
Elevation: Approximately 9 m above msl 
Environmental Zone: IV 
Map Reference: USGS San Perlita South 7.5 ' (1956 , revised 1970) 
Location: 
Description: The deposit is in a plowed field containing a slight 
rise overl ooking a sand-filled relict channel scar depression. Surface 
visibility was excellent (90 to 100 percent) at the time of inspection. 
Horizontal Extent: 150 m NW-SE by 100 m NE-SW 
Vertical Extent: Undetermined . 
Materials Observed: One battered cobble and numerous fired clay 
lumps. 
Collections: One battered cobble. 
Discussion: The collected specimen is a silicified limestone 
cobble which exhibits battering along i ts edges , and pecking and grind-
ing on the undamaged surface. 
Assessment: Intact deposits may be present below t h e plowzone. 
Recommendations: Subsurface testing may be warranted at this site 








Map Reference: USGS Willamar 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location:
Description: This isolated find was recovered in a barren plowed
field. A slight rise is visible to the north.
Horizontal Extent: Undetermined.
Vertical Extent: Undetermined.
Materials Observed: One Bison sp. proximal femur fragment.
Collections: Same as observed.
Assessment: The specimen does not appear to be culturally modified
and may not be a cultural phenomenon.
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
41WY93
Elevation: Approximately 6 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS Willamar 7.5' (1956,. revised 1970)
Location: An
.
Description: The find was on the surface of a spoil mound. Plowed




Materials Observed: One triangular projectile point.
Collections: Same as observed.
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Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
4lWY94
Elevation: Approximately 12 m above msl
Environmental Zone: II
Map Reference: USGS Raymondville 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location:
Description: Plowed flat fields surround the find. Aerial photos
indicate a relict channel scar at this location.
Horizontal Extent: Undetermined.
Vertical Extent: Undetermined.
Materials Observed: One medial projectile point fragment.
Collections: Same as observed.
Assessment:
type.
The point is a triangular specimen of undetermined
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
4lWY95
Elevation: Approximately 12 m above msl
Environmental Zone: II





scars in a dirt road.
Horizontal Extent:
fields are cultivated· in the area, eliminating












Materials Observed: One small fragment of a medium-sized mammal 
long bone , 1.5 cm in length and s lightly mineralized. 
Collections: None. 
Assessment: The bone observed did not have any cultural modifi-
cation and may not have been cultura lly deposite d. 
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically 
productive at this time . 
41WY96 
El evation: Approximately 9 m above msl 
Environmental Zone: IV 
Map Reference: USGS Raymondville 7 .5' (1956 , revised 1970) 
Location: 
Description: The find was situated in a cultivated field s outh of 
a relict depression. None of the natural vegetation remains in this 
field which currently supports a milo maize crop . 
Vertical Ex t ent: Undetermi ned. 
Horizontal Extent: Unde rtermined. 
Materials Observed: One thick-walle d bone fragment. 
Collections: Same as observed. 
Assessment: The bone could not be identified more p rec i sel y than 
as mammalian. No cultural modifications were noted on the bone, which 
may not have been culturally deposited. 
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically 
productive at this time. 
41WY97 
Elevation: Approximately 9 ft above msl 
Environmental Zone : IV 
Map Reference : USGS Raymondville 7 .5 ' (1956, r evise d 1970) 
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Location: d
Description: The find was recovered from a barren plowed field. A
slight rise is visible immediately to the south.
Horizontal Extent: Undetermined.
Vertical Extent: Undetermined.
Materials Observed: One lithic specimen.
Collections: Same as observed.
Assessment: The specimen is a split cobble with possible modifi-
cation of one edge.
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
41WY98
Elevation: Approximately 9 m above ms1
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS Raymondville 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location:
Description: The find was encountered in an existing drainage
ditch cutbank. Relict channels trend northwest-southeast in the area,
and a slight rise is visible to the south. Visibility was good (75




Materials Observed: Three fragments of antler.
Collections: Same as observed ..
Assessment: The fragments were identified as antler and exhibit no










Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
41WY99
Elevation: Approximately 8.7 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS San Perlita South 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location:
.
Description: The find was located in an existing drainage ditch.
Bermudagrass and sunflowers are growing along the ditch. A relict chan-
nel is present to the south.
Horizontal Extent: Undetermined.
Vertical Extent: Undetermined.
Materials Observed: 1 fired clay lump.
Collections: None.
Assessment: Although the clay lump may not have been culturally
derived, its location in a drainage cutbank indicates that it may have
been buried prior to drainage construction.
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
41WYIOO
Elevation: Approximately 8.7 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS San Perlita South 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Locations:
.
Description: The find was noted in an existing drainage ditch
where bermudagrass and sunflowers are growing. A relict channel is
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Horizontal Extent: Undetermined. 
Vertical Extent: Undetermined. 
Materials Observed: 1 fired clay lump. 
Collections: None. 
Assessment: Although this clay lump may not have been culturally 
derived , its l ocation indicates it may have been buried prior to drain-
age construction. 
Recommendations: Further work is f elt not to be scientifi cally 
productive at this time. 
41WY101 
Elevation: Approximately 6.6 m above msl 
Environmental Zone: IV 
Map Reference : USGS San Perlita South 7.5' (1956, revised 1970) 
Location: 
Description: The find was noted on top of a spoil mound devoid of 
vegetation and located northeast of a northwest-southeast-trending 
relict channel. A depression was visible approximately 100 m to the 
southwest. The spoil mound crest is barren, but on the slopes bermuda-
grass and sunflowers form a thick cover. The surrounding fields support 
cultivated crops. 
Horizontal Extent: 1 m2 • • 
Vertical Extent: Surface. 
Materials Observed: 
fragments. 
A small concentration of large mammal bone 
Collections: None. 
Assessment: The observed bones were unidentifiable as to species 
or element. No cultural modification was detected on these items which 
are in displaced context. The original context could not be determined. 
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically 




Elevation: Approximately 6.6 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV
Map Reference: USGS San Perlita South 7.5' (1956, revised 1970)
Location:
.
Description: The find is on the same spoil mound on which 4lWYlOl
was recorded. Again, vegetation is lacking on the mound crest, but is
thick along its slopes and is comprised of sunflowers and bermudagrass.
A relict channel depression is to the southwest.
Horizontal Extent: 1 m2 •
Vertical Extent: Surface.
Material Observed: Small concentration of medium-sized mammal bone
fragments.
Collections: None.
Assessment: The bone was unidentifiable
and showed no signs of cultural modification.
observed, is in a highly disturbed context.
determined.
as to element or species
The deposit, as it was
-Its origin could not be
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically
productive at this time.
4lWYl03
Elevation: Approximately 7.5 m above msl
Environmental Zone: IV




diately west of a
mound slope rather
The find was recorded on top of a spoil mound imme-
relict channel depression. Bermudagrass covers the
thickly but is sparse in the vicinity of the find.
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N Unifaces °' Projectile Points 
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X = presence; - = absence 
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Projectile Points x 
Other Bif aces x 
Ground Pecked Stone 
N 
Fired Clay Lumps x x x x 
-...) Faunal Remains x x x x x x 
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x = presence; - = absence. 
TEXT REDACTED
PART I: SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT 
Materials Observed: Concentration of thick, flat bone (100+ piece) 
fragments. 
Collec tions: 6 flat fragments and 1 round fragment of bone. 
Assessment: One of the flat specimens and the round specimen were 
identified as marine turtle plastron and rib fragments, respectively. 
The other material is turtle shell of undetermined species. As the find 
is in displaced context, cultural associations could not be established 
at the time o f inspection. 
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically 
productive at this time. 
41WY104 
Elevation: Approximately 9.5 m above msl 
Environmental Zone: IV 
Map Reference: USGS San Perlita South 7.5 ' (1956, revised 1970) 
Locations: 
Description : The find was located on the southern cutbank of an 
existing drainage ditch located immediately west of a relict channel 
depression. Bermudagrass is growing on this slope, and surface visibil-
ity varies from 0 to 90 percent. 
Horizontal Extent: Undetermined. 
Vertical Extent: Undetermined. 
Materials Observed: 1 fired clay lump. 
Collections: None. 
Assessment: The isolated nature of this find makes cultural asso-
c iations questionable. However, its location in a drainage cut suggests 
that the specimen may have been buried and subsequently exposed by ditch 
construction. 
Recomme ndations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically 
productive at this time. 
41WY105 




Environmental Zone: IV 
Map Reference: USGS San Perlita South 7.5' (1956, revised 1970) 
Location: This find is located 3 km south of FM 490 , southwest of 
Willamar and north of an existing drainage ditch. 
Description: 
Horizontal Extent: Undetermined. 
Vertical Extent: Undetermined. 
Materials Observed: 2 fired clay lumps. 
Collections: None. 
Assessment: No cultural associations can be definitely made with 
this find at this time. 
Recommendations: Further work is felt not to be scientifically 
productive at this time. 
ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS 
Limited surface collections were made at two historic sites (41WY82 
and 41WY87) as well as at f ive prehistoric sites (41WY84, 41WY86, 
41WY89, 41WY90 and 41WY91). Seven of the isolated finds were also col -
l ect ed (41WY92, 41WY93, 41WY94 , 41WY96, 41WY97, 41WY98 a nd 41WY103). 
Descriptions of these specimen are provided below according to prehis-
toric or historic affiliations ; provenience is given by site . Art ifact 
terminology and presentation is compatible with Day et a l. (1981). 
PREHISTORIC SPECIMENS 
Specimens identified as prehistoric included three analytical cate-
gories: lithic artifacts , fired clay lumps and faunal remains. Identi-
fications a re made using the most general descriptive divisions, prog-
ressing when possible to more precise categories using functional terms, 
established tool types and faunal taxonomy. Provenience of the arti-
facts is summarized in Table 3. 
Knapped Stone 
All artifacts which were manufactured by the removal of flakes, 
whether in the resulting production of a too l or representing chipping 






















































Table 3, continued 
Sites 
41WY84 41WY86 41WY89 41WY90 41WY91 41WY92 
Specimen Category 0- 1 0- 2 0-1 0 - 1 0-1 0- 1 0-1 
GROUND PECKED STONE 
Multipurpose tool 1 
FAUNAL REMAINS 
Antler 
Bone fragments 4 3 1 1 1 
Bison sp. 1 1 
Capra/Ovis 1 
Unidentified mammal 4 2 1 
Charred 2 w 





Marine shell 1 
FIRED CLAY LUMPS 2 
TOTAL SPECIMENS: 7 4 2 1 2 1 1 
w 
N 





Unidenti f i ed triangu l ar 
Bifaces 
Gouge 
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Tabl e 3 , continued 
Isolated Fi nds 
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""' ~ ~ ""' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ""' ""' ""' 
FAUNAL REMAINS 
Antl er 3 
Bone f r agment s 1 7 
Bi son sp . 
Capra/Ovis 
Unidentified mammal 1 
w Charred 
w Marine turtle 2 
Plastr on 1 
Ri b 1 
Uni dentified · tur tle 5 
SHELL 
Marine she ll 
FIRED CLAY LUMPS 
TOTAL SPECI MENS: 1 1 1 1 3 7 
PART I: SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT 
Debitage (2 specimens) 
Only two debitage specimens were encountered during this project, 
both at site 41WY84: 
(1) Specimen 1 
Description: Tria ngular debitage flake with one straight 
lateral edge and one broken edge. The distal edge is convex. The plat-
form exhibits cortex. No other modification was noted on the specimen. 
Cross Section: Triangular. 
Material: Banded rhyolite. 
Dimensions: Length, 11.25 nun; width, 5.05 nun; thickness, 1.25 
mm. 
Provenience: 41WY84. 
(2) Specimen 2 (Fig. 4a) 
Description: Discoidal bifacial thinning flake exhibiting a 
prepared (ground) platform and no cortex. The lateral edges are convex 
and the distal edge terminates in a step fracture. 
Cross Section: Planoconvex. 
Material: Silicified yellow limestone. 




Only one artifact exhibits unifacial modification. The specimen is 
described below: 
Scraper (Fig. 4b) 
Description: This is a thin side scraper with steeply beveled 
chipped lateral edges. One lateral edge is nearly straight, and the 
other is slightly concave. 
Cross Section: Planoconvex. 
Material: Light tan-gray chert. 




Provenience: 41WY90 . 
Bi faces 
The project collection contains four bifacia l a rtifacts that in-
cludes modified pebbles (or small cobbles) and projectil e points. 
Modified Pebbles/Cobbl es 
(1) Specimen 1 (Fig. 4c) 
Description: This is a subcircular split pebble with two 
flake scars on its exterior face and interior evidence of battering 
p resent on the same edge , producing a concave bit . This bit does not 
appear to have much use-wear. The specimen conforms to Miscellaneous 
Biface Form 2 (Mallouf et al. 1977:180). 
Cross Section : Planoconvex. 
Material : Light pink rhyolitic porphyry. 
Dimensions: Length, 37 . 00 mm; width, 32.20 mm; thick-
ness, 13.25 mm. 
Prove nience: 41WY97 . 
(2 ) Specimen 2 (Fig. 4d) 
Description: This is a discoidal modified split cobble 
f r agment with a bifacially l<napped convex bit showing ext ensive wear. 
Material: Dark c harcoal gray igneous material (horn-
blende? ) with a band of speckled gray chert i~purity. 
Dimensions: Length, 51. 25 mm; width, 4 3. 20 mm; thick-
ness , 13.20 mm . 
Provenience : 41WY89. 
Projectil e Points 
Two projectile points in isolated contexts were collected. 
(1) Specimen 1 (Fig . 4e ) 
De s cription: This is a complete triangular point with convex 
edges and base which con forms t o the Matamoros type (Bell 1958:46-47). 
Cross Section : Lenticular . 
Material: Dark charcoa l gray igneous porphyry. 
35 
Figure 4. Artifact illustrations, knapped stone. 
a. Debitage; bifacial thinning f lake (41WY84) 
b. Uniface; blade side scraper (41WY90) 
c . Biface; modified pebble (41WY97) 
d. Biface; cobble gouge, showing dorsal and ventral faces 
(41WY89) 
e. Projectile point; Matamoros type (41WY93) 
f. Projectile point; untyped fragment (41WY94) 
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Dimensions : Length, 40.3 mm; width, 23.2 mm; thickness, 4.2 
mm. 
Provenience: 41WY93 . 
(2) Specimen 2 (Fig. 4f) 
Description: This is a triangular medial point fragment with 
generally straight edges. One edge has a small notch. Type is undeter-
mined. 
Cross Section: Planoconvex. 
Material: Tan chert with gray impurities. 
Dimensions: Length, 25. 05 mm; width, 22. 40 mm; thickness, 
2.25 mm. 
Provenience: 41WY93. 
Multipurpose Stone Too l (Fig. 5) 
A large cobble was collected whi c h showed signs of grinding, bat-
tering and pecking . 
Description: This is a large, subrounded cobble with battering 
damage evident along two edges. One face exhibits both pecking and 
grinding wear and is slightly concave. The other face has undergone 
extensive plow damage. 
Cross Section: Ovoid. 
Material: Yellow silicious limestone. 
Dimensions: Length , 104.2 mm; width, 89 . 0 mm; thickness, 46.0 mm. 
Provenience: 41WY103 . 
Faunal Remains 
A total of eighteen bone fragments, one marine shell and three 
antler fragments were recovered from 41WY84, 41WY86 , 41WY90, 41WY92, 
41WY96, 41WY98 and 41WY103. Only one bone specimen (41WY84,'Lot 0-2) , 
possibly Bison sp., exhibits definite cultural modification in the form 
o f a cut edge. Two additional mammalian bone fragments from the same 
site (41WY84) appear to have been c harred. Otherwise, cultural associa-
tions of the recovered faunal remains is tenuous. Provenience o f the 
remaining unmodified specimens is provided below: 
4 1WY84: 4 bone fragments 
41WY86: 1 goat/sheep metacarpal , l ma rine shell fragment 
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41WY90: 1 large mammal bone fragment 
41WY92: 1 Bison sp. proximal f emur 
41WY96: 1 large mammal bone fragment 
41WY98: 3 antler fragments 
Fired Clay Lumps 
Two specimens were recovered from site 41WY84 (Lot 0-1). 
HISTORI C SPECIMENS 
The historic materials coll ected during the current project at 
sites 41WY82 and 41WY87 are believed to date to the present century , 
probably from 1930 to the present . None of the nine recovered specimens 
were found to be particularly diagnostic of significant time periods or 
events. 
Onl y two categori es of historic artifacts are represented in the 
survey collection; ceramic and glass. Brief descriptions of each are 
given below and are fo llowed by a provenience summary table (Table 4) . 
Ceramics (3 specimens) 
Decorated Earthenware (2 specimens) 
One specimen is a red decalcomania (41WY82) body sherd. The other 
is a whiteware basal sherd with molded decoration (41WY87) . 
Decorated Stoneware (1 specimen) 
This is a body sherd with interior cream glaze and an exterior red 
orange wash (41WY87). 
Glass (6 specimens ) 
Clear (4 specimens ) 
Two bottle neck and rim fragments were recovered. One is from site 
41WY82, has a collared rim, and shows slight patination. The specimen 
from 41WY87 is a collar and ring form. 
One bottle or jar base (41WY82) has the letters " ••• glas" molded on 
its exterior. Lastly, one handle fragment (41WY87) was also collected. 
None of these items show any indication of manganese or selenite bleach-
ing. 
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Figure 5. Artifact illustrations; pecked, ground and battered 
cobble showing two faces (41WY91). 
Artifact shown at actual s i ze . 
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Blue (1 specimen) 
One jar base fragment (41WY82) was recovered. Molded lettering on 
this specimen r eads: " VAPORUB 52. " 
Green Opaque (1 specimen) 
One molde d body fragment was collected f r om site 41WY82. Selenite 
bleaching is evident on this specimen. 
TABLE 4 
PROVENIENCE OF COLLECTED HISTORIC SPECIMENS, 
SITES AND ISOLATED FINDS 
(n = 9) 
Specimen Category 41WY82 41WY85 41WY87 
CERAMICS 1 2 
Decorated earthenwar e 
Decalcomania 1 
Molded decoratio n 1 
Decorated stoneware 
I nte rio r glaze, 
exterior wash 1 
GLASS 4 2 
Clear 
Bottle/j a r 2 1 
Neck rim, collared 1 
Neck rim, collar 
and ring 1 
Base , molded lettering 1 
Handle 1 
Blue 
Bottle/jar , base with 
molded l e tte ring 1 
Opaque green 
Body sherd with 
molded decoration 1 
TOTALS 5 4 
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CONCLUSIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
CONCLUSIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
The distribution o f aboriginal sites along the Willacy County 
Drainage District No . 1 Main Floodway Channel is consistent with the 
predictive model across Environmental Zones II and IV. However, the 
summary of findings according to zone (Table 5) should be viewed with 
the project bias for Zone IV. 
TABLE 5 
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENTS BY ENVIRONMENTAL ZONE 
Environ-
mental Temporal Assessment 
Zone Site No. Affiliation of Potential Recommendations 
II 41WY85 Historic Low No furthe r work* 
41WY94 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY95 Prehistoric Low No further work 
IV 41WY82 Historic Low No further work 
41WY83 Prehistoric Undetermined No further work 
41WY84 Prehistoric High Subsurface test 
41WY86 Prehistoric High Subsurface test 
41WY87 Historic Low No further work 
41WY88 Historic Low No further work 
41WY89 Prehistoric High Subsurface test 
41WY90 Prehistoric High Sub surf ace test 
41WY91 Prehistoric High Subsurface test 
41WY92 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY93 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY96 Prehistoric Low No f urther work 
41WY97 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY98 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY99 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY100 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY101 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY102 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY103 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY104 Prehistoric Low No further work 
41WY105 Prehistoric Low No further work 
*No furth e r work = Further work i s felt not to be scientifically 
productive at this time. 
Aboriginal sites continued to be found by these investigations in 
l ocations associated with relict distributary channel scars or nearby 
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areas identified from airphoto anal ysis as low levees and eolian depres-
s i ons. Inspection of existing drainage ditches also presented evidence 
for the possibility of additional subsurface cultural resources. 
Surface materials which appear to be prehistoric in age were re-
corded at six sites , 41WY83, 41WY84, 41WY86, 41WY89, 41WY90 and 41WY91. 
The 14 isolated finds (41WY92 through 41WY105) have also been tenta-
tively identified as prehistoric. More precise temporal assignments are 
not possible due to the small number of collected materials and the lack 
of a reliable cultural chronology or developmental construct for the 
region. The followi ng interpretations however, are presented on the 
basis of observed prehistoric materials: 
1. Lithic tool manufacturing and useage are i ndicated at sites and 
isolated finds. 
2. Lithic resources were procured from distances of over 45 km (36 
mi) , suggesting wide ranging exploitation activities or trade. 
3. The presence of fired clay lumps both in i solated and site 
deposit context suggest probable cooking/heating activities. 
4. Terrestrial (medium to large mammal) and marine animal (turtle 
and shellfish) speci es may have been exploited prehistorically . 
5. The sparse and dispersed nature of t he recorded s ites , which 
may have been a condition of origi nal deposition, have been impacted by 
land clearing and cultivation. 
Each o f the historic sites contained materials attributable to 
post-1900 land use and are probably indicative of farming or ranching. 
The predictive model was a l ess effective locational tool for t h ese 
resources. 
ASSESSMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
As stated earlier, the current project area involves no unmodified 
land. Modification bas included the clearing of vegetation , surface 
leveling, cultivation and, in certain areas , the excavation of drainage 
ditches. 
It was therefore difficult to make assessments of significance or 
recommendations for further research on the basis of observations made 
on these highly disturbed l and surfaces. Nonetheless, determinations of 
anticipated information yield potential were attempt ed for each cultural 
resource recorded (Table 5). Resources were ranked according to high, 
low or undetermined information yield potentials. 
Assessments of low or undetermined informati on yield potentials 
were made for all i sol ated finds, historic deposits and one s i te tenta-
tively identified as a prehistoric camp . Isolated finds were assessed 
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thusly due to their highly d i sturbed and isolated context or question-
able cultural derivation. Historic s ites were assessed as having low 
information potential on the basis of t he recent (post-1900) materials 
found a nd the absence of structural features. Site 41WY83 was desig-
nated as having undetermined potential because of a lack o f demonstrable 
cultur al material. Additi ona l field investigations are therefore not 
considered to be sc i entifically productive at this time for those re-
sources assessed as having low or undetermined information yield poten-
tial . 
The possibility of undisturbed and buried deposits below the plow-
zone was considered for the remaining s ites. Significant data could 
occur at these l ocations , which subsurface testing would establish. 
Testing may then be warranted before channel development along the pro-
posed alignment. It is recommended t hat such action be considered to 
allow f o r proper assessment of eligibility t o the National Regi s ter o f 
Historic Places for those s ites a s sessed as having high potential. 
Undisturbed and buried cu l tural depos its may exi st b e low the plow-
zone at these remaining sites. Consequently, significant a rcheological 
data may be expected a t sites 4 1WY84, 41WY86, 41WY89, 41WY90 and 41WY91. 
However, to establish the integrity of the deposits and to demo nstrate 
the actual information yield potential of these sites, subsurface t est-
ing is required. This testing should be done before additiona l con-
struction of the drainages ditches is initiated, and s hould be of suffi-
cient scope to al low a determination of e lig ibility for nomination to 
the National Register of Histo ric Places for e ach of the sites. 
The lack of excavated p rehistoric archeological s ites in the gen-
eral project area makes i t difficult to predict what may be encou ntered 
within an excavated context, and even more difficult to anticipate the 
scope of t esting needed to accurate l y a ssess the information y i e ld 
potential o f any specific site. In order to . address t hese probl ems, a 
l imit e d program of investigation is recommended. Rather t h an test all 
f i ve of the s i tes which are felt to require more detailed assessments, 
it i s suggested that only one site be se l ected for initial testing and 
that the testing be of sufficient s c ope t o allow preliminary calcula-
tions of the d ensity of cultural materials and the presence or absence 
of isolatable occupational zones or strata. 
If this testing at one site y ields positive data collection re-
sults, then all five sites should be considered as e l igible for nomina-
tion to the National Register of Historic Places. In this case , the 
d i tch should be rerouted to avoid the sites, or if this is not possible, 
then intensive contro lled excavations s hould be undertaken t o miti gate 
t h e l oss of the sites. 
However, if the testing y i elds negati ve r esults , then none o f the 
s ites would b e considered eligible f o r nomination to the National Regis-
t er. In this ins tance, no further archeological work would be require d 
and construction could p roceed with altering the expected route of t he 
ditch. 
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PART I: SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT 
It is suggested that site 41WY84 near the east end of the project 
area be selected for the testing program. Since construction is ex-
pected to begin at the east end of the project ali gnment and extend 
westward, t his will allow sufficient time for adjustments to be made in 





ARCHEOLOGICAL TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OF SITE 41WY84, 
WILLACY COUNTY, TEXAS 

INTRODUCTION 
The test excavation of prehi storic s ite 41WY84 was undertaken by 
Prewitt and Associates, Inc. under terms o f a l etter of agreement with 
Wi llacy County Dra inage District No. 1, Lyford, Texas. The testing 
results reported herein comply with the provisions of Permit No. 328 
iss ued by the Texas Anti quities Committee to the Willacy County Drainage 
District No . 1. 
Field investigati ons required eight working days which were i niti-
ated on November 2, 1982 and comple t ed on November 11, 1982 . The field 
crew consisted of t he Project Archeologi st , Patricia A. Mercado-
Allinger, and three Archeo l ogical Assistants: Li z Day, Ron Hol an and 
Jerri McLerran. Elton R. Prewitt served as Principa l Investigator. 
Site 41WY84 was located and documented during the cultural re-
sources survey and assessment of the p r oposed Main Fl oodway Channel 
Alignment reported in Par t I of this report. Testing of site 41WY84 was 
proposed to more fully assess the potential eligibility for nomination 
to the National Register of Historic Places of one of t he five prehis-
t ori c sites r ecorde d within the a lignment right-of-way. The paucity of 
excavated prehistoric archeological sites in the general proj ect area 
makes difficult the assessment of a site's information yield potentia l 
on the basis of surface evidence . One local t esting program reported by 
Day (1981) indicated that cultural material dens ity was low while labor 
intensity require ments were h igh. It was felt, therefore, that test 
excavation of one prehistoric site would provide the data necessary f o r 
assessment purposes for all five sites. 
Since environmental and archeological background information has 
already been provided in Part I of this report, it is not r epeated here. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Site 41WY84 is i n Willacy Cou nty , Texas , southeast of the community 
of Willamar (F i g. 1, Part I ) . This site was recorded during the surface 
survey of the proposed Willacy County Drainage Distric t No . 1 Main 
Floodway Channel, reported in Part I of this report. Site 41WY84 is 
situated near t h e eastern limit of this channel alignment which extends 
from central Willacy County westward t oward the Willacy-Hidalgo count y 
line, passing between the towns of Lyford and Raymondville. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The testing strategy followed at 41WY84 was desi gned to obtain data 
necessary to assess its e ligibility for nomination to the National 
Register of Historic Places. In order to make an assessment of the 
site's overall scientific value , excavations were undertaken to : 
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PART II: TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OP SITE 41WY84 
1. Identify the vertical extent of the cultural deposit. 
2. Determine the physical integrity of the deposit. 
3. Identify and document the presence of any features and/or 
isolatable activity areas. 
4. Determine site age. 
It was also hoped that the data derived from the excavations would help 
to test and refine the preliminary interpretations of the local archeo-
logical record developed by Day et al. (1981:77-78) regarding: 
1. Aboriginal social group size. 
2. Seasonality. 
3. Natural resource exploitation. 
4. Nonl ocal resource procurement/trade. 
5. Hunting, gathering, tool manufactu re a nd food preparation 
activi t i es. 
6. Age range of t h e prehi storic occupati on of the area. 
METHODOLOGY 
Testing at 41WY84 involved the manual excavation of two 2x2-m units 
(Test Areas A and B) and t h ree 30-cm-diameter shovel probes. In addi-
tion, fourteen 20x20-m units were intensively searched for surface cul-
tural materials . All of these investigations were undertaken within the 
limits of the proposed Main Floodway Channel right-;f-way. 
A permanent reference point (site datum) was established at the 
southwestern corner of a concrete culvert located i n the existing drain-
age ditch immediately west of the site. This action was necessary as no 
known survey points are present in the vicinity of site 41WY84. A 
second, temporary reference point, NlOOO/WlOOO, was located above the 
drainage ditch in the northwestern site area. Using NlOOO/WlOOO as the 
northwestern limit, an arbitrary grid aligned 7 .5° east of magnetic 
north was established. All investigation units are referred to by their 
northwestern coordinate. 
Project documentation included the maintenance of daily general 
field notes. In addition, excavation progress was noted on a daily 
basis on forms designed to assist in unit/l evel recordkeeping. Photo-
graphy, both color and b l ack-and-white , was another method used to docu-
ment the testing of site 41WY84 (Fig. 6). 
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RESEARCH DESIGN 
All of the specimens recovered from site 41WY84 were sent to the 
laboratory at Prewitt and Associates, Inc. for processing and analysis. 
Processing of specimens included washing, labeling and cataloguing. 
Permanent curation has been arranged with the Texas Archeological 
Research Laboratory (TARL), The University of Texas at Austin . 
More-detailed discussion of the techniques used for each form of 
data recovery is given below. 
2x2-m Units 
Excavation of Test Area A involved the initial excavation of one 
lxl-m unit in arbitrary 10-cm-thick levels for vertical control. All 
fill was screened through 1/4-in mesh hardware cloth. Unit N986/W986 
was to be this initial lxl-m square and had been started as such, but 
rain caused this plan to be a ltered. A second unit within Test Area A, 
N985/W987 , was selected and excavated as the initia l unit i n the manner 
described. Test Area A was selected for excavation because it occurs 
within a part of the site where a surface concentration of bones and 
fired clay lumps was found during the archeological survey. The infor-
mation derived from this first test provided the basis for further 
testing decisions. 
Stratigraphic data obtained from N985/W987 established the depth of 
the plowzone at the site. Upon reaching a culturally sterile zone at 
60-70 cm below the present surface, excavation of the unit was term-
inated and three adjacent lxl-m units were excavated to form the r est of 
the 2x2-m test. Excavation of these units followed closely the tech-
niques used for N985/W987 with one exception. Specifically, in these 
t hree units only matrix from certain of the levels below t h e identified 
plowzone was screened through 1/4-in hardware cloth. In t his manner, 
access to the probable cultural zone was expedited. The coordinates 
bounding Text Area A are : N986/W987, N986/W985, N984/W985 and 
N984/W987. ' 
The second 2x2-m unit, Test Area B, was located south and east of 
Test Area A. Like Test Area A, Test Area B showed a relative concentra-
tion of cultural materials on the present surface (Fig. 7). A modified 
excavation strategy was followed for Test Area B. The plowzone was 
removed for the entire 2x2-m area , and the cultural zone was then exca-
vated separately for each of the four lxl-m units. Furthermore, the 
cultural zone was excavated as a stratigraphic unit using matrix color 
and texture to identify its vertical extent . Only the matrix excavated 
from the cultural zone was screened using 1/4-in hardware cloth. Upon 
reaching the bottom of this cultural zone, excavation of Test B was 
terminated. The coordinates bounding Test Bare: N951/W967 , N951/W965, 
N949/W965 and N949/W967. 
All excavations at Test Areas A and B were accomplished manually, 
using shovels, picks and trowels. The selection of the excavation tool 
was dependent upon the requirements imposed by matrix conditions. At 
each 2x2-m test, a temporary datum was established at the highest cor-
ner. The elevation of each of these points was recorded in relation to 
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Figure 6. Photographs of site 41WY84. 
a. View of northern site area; excavator is working in 
Unit N985/W987 of Test Area A. 






PART II: TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OF SITE 41WY84 
that of the permanent site datum . The temporary unit datum was then 
used to record relative elevations with the aid of a string line, line 
level and metric hand tape for all four lxl-m units of each 2x2-m test. 
All specimens recovered from Test Areas A and B were bagged accord-
ing to minimum provenience unit. Bag inventory slips with provenience 
information and specimen data were also completed and included in each 
bag. Unit level forms were maintained for each level excavated and 
representative profiles of the completed 2x2-m tests were drawn to scale 
to show site stratigraphy. 
Unsieved matrix samples taken from the northeastern corner of each 
unit level excavated below the plowzone were collected from Test Areas A 
and B. Plowzone samples were taken from units N985/W987 and N986/ W986 
only. The amount gathered for each sample filled approximately one-
third of a #20 bag. After returning to the laboratory, about 800 cubic 
cm was selected from each sample and retained. The remainder of each 
sample was then discarded. 
Excavation information for Test Areas A and B is summarized in 
Table 6. Schematic drawings showing the uni ts in each Test Area is 
provided in Figure 8. 
Shovel Probes 
Three shovel probes were excavated near the following grid points : 
N920/W965, N900/W965 and N880/W965. The stratigraphic information ob-
tained from the two 2x2-m units was used to identify the plow and cul-
tural zones. Cultural zone matrix was sieved through 1/ 4-in hardware 
c loth. Each probe was terminated at the bottom of the cultural zone, 
the maximum depth being about 43 cm below the present surface. 
Surface Collection Units 
Fourteen 20x20-m units were thoroughly searched for surface cul-
tural materia ls . All specimens e ncountered were collected and their 
location noted with other pertinent data on surface collection forms. 
The specimens recovered within each 20x20-m area were placed in sepa-
rate , appropriately l abeled bags. 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
Site 41WY84 i s situated between two northwest-southeast trending 
relict interdistributary channel scars southeast of Willamar, Texas. 
During the initial survey and assessment, cultural materials were de-
tected both in a plowed field and in a cutbank of an adjacent earthen 
draiDage ditch. This drainage ditch runs gener ally north-south parallel 
to the western edge of the site for a distance of . 36 km, and turns 




EXCAVATION INFORMATION ( l xl-m Units) 
Test Area A Test Area B 
N986/W987 N986/W986 N985/W987 N985/W986 N951/W967 N951/W966 N950/W967 N950/W966 
Level 1 Removed* 0- 10 cm/** Removed Removed Removed Removed Removed Removed 
Overburden l. 301- 1. 201 Overburden Overburden Overburden Overbur den Over burden Overburden 
m (I) 
Level 2 Removed 10- 20 cm/ Removed Removed Removed Removed Removed Removed 
Overburden 1. 201-1.101 Overburden Overbur den Overburden Overbur den Over burden Overburden 
m (II) 
Level 3 20- 30 cm/ 20- 30 cm/ 20-30 cm/ Removed 22-39 cm/ 20-33 cm/ 27- 38 cm/ 23-34 cm/ 
1.175-1. 075 1.101-1.001 1.185-1.085 Overburden 1. 04-.87 m 1.06-.93 m .99-.88 m 1.03- . 92 m 
m (II) m (II) m (II) (II, III) (III) (III) (III) 
Level 4 30-:40 cm/ 30-40 cm/ 30-40 cm/ Removed 
1.075-. 975 m 1.001-.901 m 1.985-.985 m Overburden 
(II, III) 'III) (II' III) 
Level 5 40-50 cm/ 40-50 cm/ 40-50 cm/ 40- 50 cm/ 
.975- .875 m .901-BOl m . 985- .885 m . 975- .875 m 
(III) (III, IV)) . (III) (III, I V) 
Level 6 50-60 cm/ 
.885-.785 m 
!IV, VI 
Level 7 • 60-70 cm/ . 785- .685 m 
(V) 
*Removed Overburden plowzone discarded. 
**Depth below surface/ el evation abo·~ datum• ~umbers i n pa r entheses indicate strata ident ified in each level . 
Figure 8 
WILLACY COUNTY DRAINAGE DISTRICT NO. I 
41 WY84 
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PART II: TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OF SITE 41WY84 
During the testing, the drainage ditch was holding a small amount 
of water. Vegetation was limited to the ditch cutbanks and consisted of 
bermudagrass, johnsongrass, sunflowers and a few isolated mesquites. 
Cotton is the usual crop planted in the field but h ad been harvested 
prior to testing. Surface visibility therefore varied from 30 to 100 
percent along the ditch and was 100 percent in the field. 
Elevations recorded during the testing are approximate due to the 
lack of known survey poi nts in the area. Mapping efforts were ab l e to 
establish , however, that the elevations of t h e site vary within a 20-cm 
range at approximately 6.0-6.2 m (20.0-20.6 ft) above msl. The drainage 
ditch e l evations range over 2.4 m, from approximately 6.7 rn (22.3 ft ) 
above msl at its highest point to approximately 4.3 m (14.3 ft) above 
msl at the bottom of the ditch (see Fig. 8). 
STRATIGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
Test excavations revealed five discernible strata at 41WY84. The 
description of each is presented below from top to bottom, based on 
field identifications made by Archeological Assistant Ron Holan and the 
Project Archeologist. 
References to matrix color are standardized Munsell 
desi gnations (Munsell Color Co . 197 5) . It should also be 
determinations of moisture levels a r e somewhat biased as 




Figure 9 presents a compilation of stratigraphic information in the 
form of generalized cross sections and selected profiles from the site. 
Table 6 also contains stratigraphic information. 
Stratum I 
Stratum I is a fairly unconsolidated surface plowzone. It is made 
up of hard and blocky clods of dry, very dark grayish brown silty loam 
(lOYR 3/2) within a loose matrix of gray sand (lOYR 5/2 ) . Crop trash 
s uch as roots and woody material was found mixe d throughout the stratum. 
No established root system was present, nor were any inclusions ob-
served. Only one burrowing disturbance was encountered , at the base of 
Str atum I in Test Area A. 
The thickness of Stratum I vari es from 2.5 to 13.5 cm. This varia-
tion is probably a resul t of continuous cultivation. In viewing this 
uppermost layer in cross section, it is apparent that the maximum depth 
occurs between 1.2 and 1.1 m above site datum. · 
Stratum II 
Stratum II is a more compacted zone. The matrix is slightly moist, 
very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2 ) silty loam. Its texture is slightly 
gritty, indicating the presence of sand. A small number of sand inclu-
s i ons and burrowing disturbances were encountered i n this stratum. The 
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I n unit N985/W987 of Test Area A, a s tratum of extremely compact 
brown (lOYR 4/3) c l ay was encountered. The moisture l eve l of this clay 
i s slightly less than that observed in Strata III and I V. Absent from 
thi s layer are disturbances and inclusions. 
The vertical extent and thickness of this stratum were not deter-
mined due t o the termination of e xcavati ons at 0. 685 m above datum. 
Nonetheless , observations made in the adjacent drainage ditch indicate 
that this stratum continues below this depth. 
TEST RESULTS 
Ninety-two specimens were recovered from testing at site 41WY84. 
With the materia l collected during the earlier survey , this brings the 
total site assemblage to 103 specimens. These i terns are c lassified 
according to basic physical characteristics, thus producing five analy-
tical categories: knapped stone, faunal remains , fired clay lumps/ 
b al l s , cha rcoal flecks and metal. A graph summarizing the assemblage is 
provided in Figure 10. 
Figure 10 
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PART II : TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OF SITE 41WY84 
The site assembl age is des cribed in detail below and is arranged by 
analytical category. The presentati on and terminology used is compat-
ible with Day (1981), Da y et al. (1981) and the earlier work o f Mall ouf 
et al. (1977 ). Tables 7 through 9 present provenience data for the 
materials recovered during both phases of investigation. 
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41WY84: 20x20- m SURFACE COLLECTION UNITS, PROVENIENCE DATA 
N980/ N960/ N940/ N920/ N900/ NlOOO/ N980/ N960/ N920/ 
Specimen Category W985 W985 W985 W985 W985 W965 W965 W965 W965 
FAUNAL REMAINS 1 1 2 1 1 2 
Bone Fragments 1 1 2 1 1 2 
Bison sp. 
Unidentified Mammal 1 1 2 1 1 
Unidentified Turtle 2 
Element Identified :- 1 
O'\ Epiphysis 1 
w 
FIRED CLAY LUMPS/BALLS 4 2 2 2 1 2 1 
CHARCOAL FLECKS l 
METAL l 
Sheet Fragment l 
Shotgun Shell 
TOTAL SPECIMENS 4 5 3 4 1 1 2 2 2 
N986/W987 
Specimen Category L- 3 L- 4 L- 5 
KNAPP ED STONE - - -
Debitage - - -
Flake - - -
Unmodified - - -
Modif i ed - - -
Platform Present - - -
Unprepared - - -
Prepared - - -
Chip - - -
Decortication - - -
Primary - - -
Secondary - - -
Tertiary - - -
FAUNAL REMAINS 1 1 -
Bone Fragment s 1 1 -
Bison sp . - · 1 -
Unidentified 
Mammal 1 - -
Unidentified 
Turtle - - -
TABLE 9 
41WY84: l xl - m EXCAVATION UNITS 
PROVENIENCE DATA 
Test Area A --
N986/W986 
L-1 L- 2 L- 3 L- 4 L- 5 L- 3 
1 1 - - - -
1 1 - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - --
1 1 - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
1 - - - - -
- 1 - - - -
- 1 - 1 - 2 
- 1 - 1 - 2 
- - - - - -
- 1 - 1 - 2 
- - - - - -
N985/W98 7 N985/W986 
L-4 L- 5 L- 6 L- 7 L-5 
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - 1 - -
- - 1 - -
- - - - -
- - 1 - -
- - - - -
Table 9 , continued 
Test Area A 
N986/W987 N986/W986 N985/W987 N985/W986 
Specimen Category L- 3 L- 4 L-5 L-1 L- 2 L-3 L-4 L-5 L- 3 L-4 L-5 L-6 L- 7 L- 5 
Element 
I dentified - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Femur - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Humerus - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Phalange (3rd) - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Vert ebra - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Charr ed - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mineralized - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Terrestrial Snail 
Shell * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
FIRED CLAY LUMPS/ 
BALLS - 3 - - - - ll 2 7 1 - - - -
. 
CHARCOAL FLECKS 2 1 - - 1 1 1 - 3 - - - - -
METAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sheet Fragment - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Shotgun Shell - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TOTAL SPECIMENS 3 5 - 1 3 1 13 2 12 1 - 1 - -
* Indicates specimen category p r esent . 
Table 9 , continued 
Test Area B 
N951/W967 N951/W967 N951/W966 N950/W967 N950/W966 
Specimen Category Level 3 in- s itu Level 3 Level 3 Level 3 
KNAPPED STONE - - - - -
Debitage - - - - -
Flake - - - - -
Urunodif i ed - - - - -
Modified - - - - -
Platform Present - - - - -
Unprepared - - - - -
Prepared - - - - -
Chi p - - - - -
Decortication - - - - -
Primary - - - - -
Secondary - - - - -
Tertiary - - - - --
FAUNAL REMAINS 6 - 1 4 1 
Bone Fragments 6 - 1 4 1 
Bi son sp. - - - - -
Unidentified 
Mammal 6 - 1 3 1 
Unidentified 
Turtle - - - - -
Element 
Identifi ed 2 - - 1 -
Femur - - - - -
Humerus 1 - - - -
Table 9, continued 
Test Area B 
N951/W967 N951/W967 N951/W966 N950/W967 N950/ W966 
Specimen Category Level 3 in- s i tu Level 3 Level 3 Level 3 
Phalange (3rd) - - - - -
Vertebra 1 - - - -
Charred 1 - - 2 -
Mi neralized - - 1 - -. 
Terrestrial Snail 
Shell * - * * * 
FIRED CLAY LUMPS/ 
BALLS 2 1 - 7 2 
CHARCOAL FLECKS 1 - - - -
METAL 1 - - - -
-Sheet Fragment - - - - -
Shotgun Shell 1 - - - -
TOTAL SPECIMENS 10 1 1 ll 3 
PART II: TESTING AND ASSESSMENT OF SITE 41WY84 
SPECIMEN DESCRIPTIONS 
Identifications are made using general descriptive 
progress to more precise subcategories when possibl e. 





in Part I of 
The intentional removal o f flakes f r om stone in the pro cess of tool 
manufacture and use is reflected in the archeologi cal record as fini s h ed 
t ools and chipp ing debris (debitage). At site 41WY84, debitage is the 
only recovered evidence of these activities. The survey a ssemblage 
includes two pieces of debi tage . Tes ting y ielded two additional speci -
mens: 
(1) Specimen l 
Description: Secondary chip with no platform discernible. 
The outline is generally r ectangular with fairly straight edges. No 
other modification could b e detected . 
Cross Section : Planoco nvex . 
Material : Light gray fine-grained quartzite. 
Dime nsions: Length, 14.34 mm ; Width , 7.26 mm; Thickness, 3.22 
mm. 
Provenience : N986/W986 , Level 1 (1.301-1.201 m above datum). 
(2) Specimen 2 
Description: Rectangular chip with strai ght and broken edges. 
A small porti on of the platform is present and eY.hibi ts cortex. No 
o ther modification was noted on the specimen. 
Cross Section: Tabular. 
Mate rial : Orange coarse-grained quartzite. 
Dimensions: Length, 8.27 mm; Width, 6.25 mm; Thickness, 2.20 
mm. 
Fauna! Remains 
Thirty-four bone fragments were recovered from 41WY84. As indi-
cated in Part I , seven fragments were collected during the initial 
recording of the site. The survey collection included one Bison sp. 
fragment with a cut edge as well as six mammalian fragments , one of 
which is charred. 
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TEST RESULTS 
Most of the faunal remains recovered during the testing project are 
unidentifiable fragments. Only three specimens exhibit charring, and 
one is mineralized. All were recovered from Test Area B. A small num-
ber of fragments can be i dentified further: 
N900/W985 (Surface): 
fragment. 
Unidentified mammal, possible epiphysis 
N986/W987 (Level 4): Probably Bison sp.; third phalanx fragment, 
articular surface mineralized (Olsen 1969) . 
N951/W967 (Level 3): 
rodent-sized mammal. 
One vertebra and one distal humerus, both 
N950/W967 (Level 3): One rodent-sized mammalian distal femur. 
Terrestrial snail shell was also recovered during test excavations 
for general density comparisons. Table 10 indicates that terrestrial 
snail shells were present in each of the screened levels at Test Areas A 
and B. The three shovel probes also produced snail material. The shell 
recovered f r om screening is in such fragmentary condition that it cannot 
be accurately speciated. Some of the more complete shells appear to 
belong to the genus of Rabdotus. Table 10 presents the occurrence of 
terrestrial snails in weight measurements. 
Fired Clay Lumps/Balls 
Clay lumps or balls with varying degress of thermal alteration are 
commonly encountered in the project area. It has been documented that 
these items were used prehistorically in hearth features due to the lack 
o f s tone resources (Mallouf et al. 1977:189) . However, this is not the 
only process which produces clay lumps. Land clearing for agricultural 
purposes includes the burning of vegetation which also produces fired 
clay specimens. Thus, the fired clay l umps re'covered from the disturbed 
strata at 4 1WY84 have dubious cultural associations. Nonetheless, a ll 
specimens encount ered at the site were collected. 
Two clay lumps were collected during survey investigations -- one 
subcircular and one amorphous in shape. The coloration of the subcir-
cular specimen grades from reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/6) to yellowish red 
(5YR 5/6) . The amorphous shaped lump is yellow (lOYR 7/6) in color. 
Fifty additional clay lumps were r ecovered during the testing pro-
ject. Sixteen of these were collected from the surface. The remainder 
were retrieved from the screening of excavated matrix with one excep-
tion. One large fired clay lump was encountered in Level 3 of Unit 
N951/W967 and recorded in s itu . This specimen grades in col or from 
brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) to reddish ye llow (7.5YR 6/6). The maximum 
dimension of this large lump is 51 mm and its shape i s amorphous. 
A s ummary of the physical characteristics of the fired clay lump/ 












* not screened 
N/E: not excavated 
TABLE 10 
OCCURRENCE OF TERRESTRIAL SNAILS (IN GRAMS ) 
SITE 41WY84 
Test Area A 
N986/ N986/ N985/ N985/ N951/ 
W987 W986 W987 W986 W967 
- 3.6 - - -
- 4.4 - - -
14 .5 6 . 6 19 . 0 - 0.8 
7.5 9 . 1 4 . 4 - N/E 
3.3 4 . 2 20 . 6 26. 9 N/E 
N/E ·N/E 40 . 4 N/E N/E 
N/E N/E 19 . 5 N/E N/E 
Te s t Area B 
N95 1/ N950/ N950/ 
W966 W967 W966 
- - -
- - -
1.1 0.8 1.3 
N/E N/E N/E 
N/E N/E N/E 
N/E N/E N/E 
N/E N/E N/E 
TEST RESULTS 
characteristics considered include shape , color (based on the Munsell 
categories) and maximum dimension. Color determinations represent the 












Yellow (7 . 5 YR 7/6) 
Reddish Yellow (7. SYR 6/6 ) 
Yellowish Red (SYR 5/6 ) 
Yellowish Brown (lOYR 5/4) 
Brownish Yellow (lOYR 6/6) 
Size (Maximum Dimension) 
0 - 10 mm 
11 - 20 mm 
2 1 - 30 mm 
31 - 40 nun 
41 - so mm 
51 - 60 mm 


























Eleven small flecks of charcoal were encountered at site 41WY84 . 
The charcoal was of insufficient q u antity and concentration for radio-
carbon assay . Beca use of the paucity of this ma t eri a l, no distinctio n 
b e tween hearth activities or recent brush burning could b e made . 
Metal 
Two metal specimens were collected from site 41WY84: 
(1) Specimen 1 
Description: Highly oxidi zed sheet fragment l acking surface 
features. 
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Material: Iron 
Provenience: Surface 
(2) Specimen 2 
Description: 
pher brand name. 
12 gauge shotgun shell, too weathe red to deci-
Material: Lead with iron solder. 
Provenience: N951/W967, Level 3 (1.04 - 0.87 m above datum). 
SPECIMEN DISTRIBUTIONS 
Specimens from each of the analytical categories were found on the 
surface of site 41WY84. The occurrence of these materials within the 
20x20-m collection unit s is plotted on the site map (see Fig. 7). The 
survey collection includes knapped stone , fauna l r emains and fired clay 
lumps. The 20x20-m collection unit s yielded no additiona l knapped stone 
but do contain specimens from each of the oth er categories. 
It is important to emphasize that this site is i n a f i e ld which has 
undergone continuous cultivation for several decades . Test excavations 
revealed two plowzones -- one shallow zone (Stratum I) which is believed 
to reflect ongoing cultivation, and one deeper zone (Stratum II) which 
appears to indicate deep rootplowing undertaken to c lear the land of 
vegetation. The materials recovered from the surface and Strata I and 
II should therefore be considered displaced. The matrix characteristics 
and amount of specimens recovered from Stratum III support its identifi-
cation as the remnant of the original cultural deposit. Stratum IV was 
not thoroughly investigated but does seem to indica~e a relative paucity 
of cultural materials. 
Vertical specimen distributions are presented in Table 12. The 
results are given in terms of actual totals for each analytical category 
as well as in percentages relating to the overall site assemblage and 
each individual category. Wh en the data are analyzed i n this manner, 
the amount of disturbance at 41WY84 is readily apparent . Over 50 per-
cent of the assemblage was retrieved from disturbed contexts, accounting 
for all of the knapped ston e and most of the charcoal and fauna l mater-
ial. Although the l ower reaches of Stratum III seem fairly intact, no 
features or activity areas could be discerned. Cultivation and deep 
rootplowing have undoubtedly displaced a fair amount of what was prob-
ably a sparse cultural deposit, possibly reflecting a basic adaptation 
to a low resource density area (Hester 1981). 
On the basis of the limited investigations undertaken, it seems 
that Stratum III, the cultural zone, dips slightly to the south. The 
only distinction detected in this stratum is in the differing densities 
of fauna! remains in Test Areas A and B. A significantly larger amount 




SITE 41WY84: SPECIMEN DISTRIBUTIONS* 
Plowzone Stratum Stratum 
Surface (Strata I & II) III IV 
BONE 
Total 15 4 14 1 
% of Assemblage 14.5% 4.0% 13 .5% 1.0% 
% of Category (44.0%) (12.0%) (41.0%) ( 3. 0%) 
FIRE CLAY LUMPS/BALLS 
Total 16 8 26 2 
% of Assemblage 15.5% 7.5% 25.0% 2.0% 
% of Category (31.0%) (15.0%) (50.0%) (4.0%) 
CHARCOAL 
Total 1 7 3 0 
% of Assemblage 1.0% 7.0% 3.0% 
% of Category (10 .0% ) (65 .0% ) (25.0%) 
!<NAPPED STONE 
Total 2 2 0 0 
% of Assemblage 2.0% 2.0% 
% o f Category (50.0%) (50.0%) 
METAL 
Total 1 0 1 0 
% of Assemblage 1.0% 1.0% 
% of Category (50.0%) (50.0%) 
*Includes the e ntire site assemblage , excluding terrestrial snail 
material. 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
Evidence of aboriginal occupation is limited and sparsely scattered 
at site 41WY84. Knapped stone is particularly scarce, indicati ng lim-
ited lithic tool use and manufacture. This situation may be accounted 
for by the lack of l ocal lithiq resources. 
Faunal remains suggesting hunting are more abundant . Some show 
signs of cultural modification in the form of charring. Two of the 
recovered bone fragments identified as Bison sp. are especi a lly signi-
ficant due to the limited amount of bison remains reported l ocally. Of 
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particular interest is the bison specimen collecte d during the survey 
phase which has a cut edge, indicati ng animal processing. 
Fired c lay lumps are the most numerous specimens in the 41WY84 
assemblage. One-half of the clay lumps and a minute amount of the char-
coal were produced from the relatively intact cultural zone . These 
materials probably reflect food preparation and other hearth-related 
activities . 
Finally, the presence of metal objects is believed to derive from 
recent l a nd use. No undisturbed associations between the metal and 
aboriginal specimens could be established. 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
The results of testing at 41WY84 are compared with data recovered 
from test excavations at two other sites in Willacy County , 41WY71 and 
41WY72 (Day 1981:54) (Table 13). When considering relative freque ncie s, 
s ites 41WY71 and 41WY84 h ave several s imilarities -- both lack ground 
stone and ceramics. Sites 41WY72 a nd 41WY84 are similar in that they 
both lack cores and marine shells. 
Unlike s ite 41WY72, site 41WY84 yielded no temporally diagnostic 
artifacts. Furthermore, 41WY84 a ppears to have a single component while 
4 1WY7 1 and 41WY72 were s tratified, undisturbed deposits. Despite these 
differences, gener a l similarities between the three sites exist. Hunt-
ing and gathering adaptation s appear to b e suggested by the material 
remains of each s ite. 
The information gathered at these s ites i s insufficient to make 
accurate assess ments regarding aborigina l seasonality patterns, social 
group size or temporal r a nge . 
ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Test excavations conducted at site 41WY84 revealed it to be a 
highly disturbed , singl e aboriginal component of probable prehistoric 
age. Since temporal diagnostics were not recovered and sufficient 
amounts of material for radiocarbon assay were lacking, more preci se 
temporal placement of the component is not possible. 
Because of the apparent l ack of intact, significant deposits, it is 
felt that further work at sit e 41WY84 would b e scientifica lly unproduc-
tive at t his t ime. Furthe rmor e , nomination to the National Regi ster of 
Historic Places is not war rant e d on the basis of the test r esults pre-
sent ed in t his report. Ar cheol ogi cal c l earance is therefore r ecommended 
for the proposed Willacy Cou nty Dra inage District No . 1 Main Floodway 
















ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
TABLE 13 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS; 
SITES 41WY71, 41WY72 AND 41WY84 
# of Specimens % of Assemblage 
41WY71 41WY72 41WY84 41WY71 41WY72 
0 1 0 0 0.20 
1 0 0 1.07 0 
2 18 1 2.15 3.56 
1 19 3 1.07 3.75 
0 2 0 0 0.40 
9 145 34 9.7 28.65 
1 0 0 1.07 0 
79 321 52 84.95 63.44 
0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 11 0 0 
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